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02 Extract from Financial Statement

03 Forward from the Chair
This year we launched our new services Sex Smart, Technicolour and Silver
Rainbows. The services have been developed in consultation with service
users to reflect their needs and the aspirations of the Charity going forward.
Partnership working has been developed and solidified with new
organisations delivering in Cheshire and Body positive working across a wider
geographical area.

When one is in love, one always begins by deceiving
one's self, and one always ends by deceiving others.
That is what the world calls a romance
Oscar Wilde, 1890

I defy you to do your worst. It can hardly be my worst.
Mine has already and often happened to me. You cannot
touch me now. I am one of the stately homos of England

I’m not whining about HIV, and I never will. Because
I’m so lucky in many respects. Many beautiful friends
who were my gay extended family have gone

Quentin Crisp, 1968

Holly Johnson, 1994

2019/20 was the first year of delivery on the Cheshire West Integrated Sexual
Health contract with Virgincare. We have successfully launched the new
service and delivered above the contract targets for the first year. The initial
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contract runs until 2024 with an option to 2026, this gives Body Positive
stability and opportunity to plan new intiatives.
The Cheshire East Integrated Sexual Health was awarded to Royal Liverpool
and Broadgreen University Hospital Trust for the first time and we are working
in partnership to deliver services. The reduced level of resources for the
contract has meant we are delivering a more streamlined programme of

I never felt I had anything to hide. I never felt
being gay was anything to be ashamed of, so
I never felt apologetic
Martina Navratilova, 1986

If a transvestite doesn't say I'm gay and I'm proud and
I'm a transvestite, then nobody else is going to hop up
there and say I'm gay and I'm proud and I'm a
transvestite for them
Marsha P Johnson, 1972

I love and only love the fairer sex and thus beloved by
them in turn, my heart revolts from any love but theirs
Anne Lister, 1821

activity.
We have developed income streams from training in both sexual health and
LGBT+ to professionals. The online training for residential care has been
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launched and take up is growing. We have also developed specialist sexual

From Prejudice to Pride LGBT+ heritage project was successful in gaining
year two funding from the Lottery Heritage Fund. This will enable us to further

Michelle Simpson - Chair, Body Positive
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I hope I shall get a moment or two to be with my
dear…that I may have one embrace, which I long for
more than I can express
Queen Anne, 1700

Proceeds to Body Positive Registered Charity No 1009850

submit a proposal to Public Health England’s HIV/Sexual Health Innovation
health resources for people with learning disabilities during 2020/21.
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Fund. This highly competitive award was for a project to develop sexual
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health training outside of the commissioned services which has proved very

develop the Cheshire archive.Body Positive partnered with Makaton UK to
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04 Introduction

Launch of SexSmart our sexual health
service aimed at promoting healthy
relationships.

Volunteers are a vital part of what we do to
promote healthy relationships and
diversity in the community.

Events play an important in getting our
messages out to the wider communites of
Cheshire. 2019 saw more Prides than ever
in Cheshire East.

05 2019 - 2020 Achievements

2254

16-19 yr olds seen by SexSmart

1919

C-Card sign ups

1298

LGBT+ people supported

402

Professionals trained

600

Volunteer hours

568

Supported by Silver Rainbows

06 Highlights

07 Services
Support Groups

Young People’s Sexual Health

The support groups for lesbians and bi women and gay and bi men have

The drop-in services provide accessible condom distribution, testing

continued to develop and grow. The women’s group extended from once

(STIs, HIV and Pregnancy), advice and guidance for young people with

a month to twice a month and the men’s group is now established in

sexual health issues or issues around relationships or sexuality. One of

Chester in addition to Crewe.

the key methods of engaging young people in accessing sexual health

Trans Positive is the support group for gender diverse people. Trans

services is the availability in non-clinical settings.

Positive meets once a month. The group has proved very popular and

The aim is to demystify sexual health and promote self-maintenance and

attracts a large number of members from a wide geographical area.

use of mainstream services. Young people are encouraged to take control

Counselling Service

of their sexual health in a preventative way and not as a response to
symptoms.

The counselling programme continues to provide a vital specialist service
for LGBT+ clients and their families and friends. With the recruitment of
new volunteer counsellors, we are able to oﬀer a range of skills that suit
the needs of service users.

Vulnerable Groups
The services on oﬀer include condom distribution, STI and pregnancy
testing, advice and guidance for people with sexual health issues,

Vulnerable Groups

relationships issues or issues around sexuality. The aim being to break

The services on oﬀer include condom distribution, STI and pregnancy

accessing mainstream services.

down some of the barriers that prevent people from vulnerable groups

testing, advice and guidance for people with sexual health issues,
relationships issues or issues around sexuality. The aim being to break

The programme includes briefing sessions for staﬀ and culturally

down some of the barriers that prevent people from vulnerable groups

sensitive information material workshops for service users: lasting

accessing mainstream services.

between 20 and 45 mins. The information reflects the particular needs of

The programme includes briefing sessions for staﬀ and culturally

the target group and designed to promote the take up of mainstream

sensitive information material workshops for service users: lasting

services, self-testing, accessing online services and facilitate appropriate

between 20 and 45 mins. The information reflects the particular needs of

referrals to other agencies.

the target group and designed to promote the take up of mainstream
services, self-testing, accessing online services and facilitate appropriate
referrals to other agencies.

08 Services
MSM (Men Who Have Sex With Men)

Training & Accreditation

Northwich sauna continues to use the condoms and lubricant service to source

The online training and accreditation scheme was launched and received

condoms and lubricant.

very positive feedback from the health and social care sectors. The

We have extended our work at the sauna to two days a week plus additional

masterclass and the online sessions provide an important source of

weekend days, to reach a broader cross-section of clients. The service oﬀers

unrestricted funds for the Charity. We will be developing future courses to

advice, guidance and testing both in the week and at weekends.

broaden the potential customer base.

Events
The LGBT History Month exhibition and events were extended this year
to include events in Crewe. Body Positive partnered with Crewe Lyceum
Theatre to deliver a month-long programme of LGBT+ themed events.
Weaver Hall Museum once again hosted an exhibition of LGBT Icons
throughout February.
There were an increasing number of Pride Events across Cheshire in 2019/20
including Chester, Crewe, Nantwich, Macclesfield and Congleton. Body Positive
and Age UK supported Chester Pride by sponsoring the Vintage Pride Space for
older people. International Women’s Days provided the opportunity for Body
Positive to promote messages to a specific target group across the county.

Volunteering
Volunteer systems and processes meant that Body Positive were able to recruit
more volunteers to support its delivery. An online volunteer induction process
has streamlined the time taken for volunteers to become active.

Silver Rainbows
Silver Rainbows has continued to grow and develop with regular activities aimed
at LGBT+ people over 50. The social groups, walks, films and one-to-one

The Rocket

support has played an important role in tackling social isolation and loneliness

launched March 2020

amongst a particularly vulnerable group.

10 Vision, Mission and Aims

Our Vision

Our Mission

Our Strategic Aims

Celebrating Diversity
and Healthy
Relationships

Promoting Healthy
Relationships and
Respecting Diversity

Improving sexual health
and healthy relationships
Support for the LGBT+
communities

11 Get Involved

Donations
Body Positive welcomes support from donors to enable us to maintain our wide range
of services from diverse income streams. If you would like to help us by making a
donation we would be grateful for any amount you are able to give.
For details on how to donate please contact us on the main Crewe number.

Volunteering
We are always looking to recruit new volunteers for a variety of roles including
as a trustee on the Management Committee. If you feel you have skills that may
benefit the organisation please get in touch and we can send you more details.
No previous experience is necessary as training will be given. We welcome
people from diverse backgrounds who are interested in becoming involved with
our organisation. Opportunities exist for experience in administration,
fundraising, events, promotion, research and counselling placements.

Show Your Support
To show your support, you may like to wear a red ribbon. The Red Ribbon is the
interna8onally recognised symbol of HIV and AIDS. It shows your understanding, care
and support of those living with and aﬀected by the virus world wide. If you would like
any red ribbons for you or your organisa8on and any other resources please get in touch.
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